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used against America
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through one of them," I
dictator and his brutal an informant, but fears
answered. "But if I am to
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BuzzFeed Most
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platform, his tall, gaunt
Anticipated Historical
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this book!” —Ellen
breeze sweeps in from
Marie Wiseman, New
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York Times bestselling
Baghdad, rustling the
author of The Orphan
leaves of her apricot
Collector “A deeply
trees and carrying
involving and important
warning of visitors at
novel by a master
her gate. Huda, a
storyteller.” —Susan
secretary at the
Wiggs, # 1 New York
Australian embassy,
Times bestselling
lives in fear of the
author
mukhabarat—the secret

heads. As the women’s
lives intersect, their
hidden pasts spill into
the present. Facing
possible betrayal at
every turn, all three
must trust in a fragile,
newfound loyalty, even
as they discover how
much they are willing to
sacrifice to protect their
families.
“Vivid⋯secrets and lies
mingle as easily as the
scent of apricot
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the insatiable, ever-changing and escapes to a rented
smoke. Wilkinson
house in Hampstead. There,
weaves in the miasma English language and
reveals how and why it has to her offspring’s utter
of fear and distrust that
absorbed words from more amazement, she revels in
characterized Hussein’sthan 350 other
her new freedom, recalls
regime with convincing languages—many originating her youthful ambitions, and
detail. Richly drawn
from the most unlikely of
gathers some very
places, such as shampoo
unsuitable companions—who
characters and highfrom Hindi and kiosk from reveal to her just how much
stakes plot.”
Turkish. From the Norman she had sacrificed under the
—Publishers Weekly
John Halifax, Gentleman
Penguin UK
Fleeing a disastrous
romance, Helen Macaulay
escapes Florida for a job in
England and becomes
caught up in the glamorous
world of international show
jumping and its hard-riding,
high-living participants
The Life of Charlotte
Bront National
Geographic Books
Words are essential to our
everyday lives. An average
person spends his or her
day enveloped in
conversations, e-mails,
phone calls, text messages,
directions, headlines, and
more. But how often do we
stop to think about the
origins of the words we
use? Have you ever thought
about which words in
English have been
borrowed from Arabic,
Dutch, or Portuguese? Try
admiral, landscape, and
marmalade, just for
starters. The Secret Life of
Words is a wide-ranging
account not only of the
history of English language
and vocabulary, but also of
how words witness history,
reflect social change, and
remind us of our past.
Henry Hitchings delves into

Conquest to the present
day, Hitchings narrates the
story of English as a living
archive of our human
experience. He uncovers
the secrets behind
everyday words and
explores the surprising
origins of our most
commonplace expressions.
The Secret Life of Words is
a rich, lively celebration of
the language and vocabulary
that we too often take for
granted.
Wives and Daughters
Penguin
Irreverently funny and
surprisingly moving, All
Passion Spent is the story
of a woman who discovers
who she is just before it is
too late. After the death of
elder statesman Lord
Slane—a former prime
minister of Great Britain
and viceroy of
India—everyone assumes
that his eighty-eight-yearold widow will slowly fade
away in her grief,
remaining as proper,
decorative, and dutiful as
she has been her entire
married life. But the
deceptively gentle Lady
Slane has other ideas. First
she defies the patronizing
meddling of her children

pressure of others’
expectations.

Persuasion Penguin
Classics
Penguin Classics ebooks give you the best
possible editions of
Charles Dickens's
novels, including all the
original illustrations,
useful and informative
introductions, the
definitive, accurate text
as it was meant to be
published, a chronology
of Dickens's life and
notes that fill in the
background to the book.
Dickens's story of
solitary miser Ebenezer
Scrooge, who is taught
the true meaning of
Christmas by a series
of ghostly visitors, has
proved one of his most
well-loved works. Ever
since it was published
in 1843 it has had an
enduring influence on
the way we think about
the traditions of
Christmas. Dickens's
other Christmas
writings collected here
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the courage to follow our
only to find out what a jazz
hearts Anne Elliot is twenty-chicken is.”—The
seven and unmarried—by all Philadelphia Inquirer With
accounts a spinster in her
his brand of keenly
time—seemingly doomed to intelligent humor that
spend the rest of her life
ranges from world history
waiting on her imageto historical politics, sexual
obsessed father and
politics, mad ancient kings,
extravagant older sister;
and chickens with guns,
attempting to maintain their Eddie Izzard has built an
once lavish, now dwindling extraordinary fan base that
family estate; and
transcends age, gender, and
occasionally babysitting the race. Writing with the same
children of her married
candor and insight evident
younger sister. It wasn’t in his comedy, he reflects
always this way, though.
on a childhood marked by
When Anne was nineteen,
the loss of his mother,
she was in love with and
boarding school, and
engaged to Frederick
alternative sexuality, as
Wentworth, a man with no well as a life in comedy,
money and few prospects. film, politics, running and
Anne’s well-meaning familyphilanthropy. Honest and
and friends convinced her
generous, Believe Me is an
that a young heiress like
inspired account of a very
Cranford Penguin UK
In this stunningly designed herself could do better, so singular life thus far.
The Yellowplush Papers
book of classic fairy tales, she broke off the
Penguin
award-winning author Philip engagement. But when
William Makepeace
Pullman has chosen his fifty chance brings Wentworth
and Anne together again
Thackeray's classic tale of
favourite stories from the
eight
years
later,
he
is
now
class, society, and
Brothers Grimm and
corruption, soon to be an
presents them in a 'clear as an accomplished naval
captain with an impressive Amazon mini-series
water' retelling, in his
fortune, and Anne must face starring Olivia Cooke No
unique and brilliant voice.
one is better equipped in
These new versions show her feelings for him that
remain and consider how
the struggle for wealth and
the adventures at their
different her life could have worldly success than the
most lucid and engaging
alluring and ruthless Becky
yet. Pullman's Grimm Tales been if only she hadn’t
been
so
easily
persuaded
by
Sharp, who defies her
of wicked wives, brave
others.
impoverished background
children and villainous
to clamber up the class
kings will have you reading, Grimm Tales Penguin
ladder. Her sentimental
reading aloud and rereading Classics
THE
NEW
YORK
TIMES
companion Amelia,
them for many years to
BESTSELLER “Izzard is
however, longs only for
come.
one of the funniest people caddish soldier George. As
The Edwardians Penguin
alive, a talented actor, a
the two heroines make
UK
sharp
cross-dresser,
an
their way through the
Jane Austen’s last
experienced marathon
tawdry glamour of Regency
completed novel, a
brilliantly insightful story of runner, and a great writer. society, battles—military
regret, second chances, and You will have to read this if and domestic—are fought,

include 'The Story of
the Goblins who Stole a
Sexton', the short story
from The Pickwick
Papers on which A
Christmas Carol was
based; The Haunted
Man, a tale of a man
tormented by painful
memories; along with
shorter pieces, some
drawn from the
'Christmas Stories' that
Dickens wrote annually
for his weekly journals.
In all of them Dickens
celebrates the season
as one of geniality,
charity and
remembrance.
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fortunes made and lost. The today as when it was first
Every night for three
one steadfast and
published. This beautiful
years the vengeful King
honourable figure in this
new edition features French Shahriyar sleeps with a
corrupt world is Dobbin
flaps and rough fronts,
different virgin, executing
with his devotion to Amelia, making it a must-have for
her next morning. To end
bringing pathos and depth to fans of this
this brutal pattern and to
Thackeray's gloriously
All Passion Spent
save her own life, the
satirical epic of love and
Kensington Books
vizier's daughter,
social adventure. Part of
"A new selection from
Shahrazad, begins to tell
Penguin's beautiful
the national epic of India.
the king tales of
hardback Clothbound
Originally composed in
adventure, love, riches
Classics series, designed by
Sanskrit sometime
and wonder - tales of
the award-winning Coralie
between 400 BC and 400
Bickford-Smith, these
mystical lands peopled
AD, The
delectable and collectible
with princes and
editions are bound in high- Mahabharata--with one
hunchbacks, the Angel of
hundred thousand stanzas
quality colourful, tactile
Death and magical spirits,
cloth with foil stamped into of verse--is one of the
tales of the voyages of
longest poems in
the design In William
Sindbad, of Ali Baba's
Thackeray's Vanity Fair, no existence. At the heart of
outwitting a band of forty
one is better equipped in
the saga is a conflict
the struggle for wealth and between two branches of thieves and of jinnis
trapped in rings and in
worldly success than the
a royal family whose feud
lamps. The sequence of
alluring and ruthless Becky
culminates in a titanic
stories will last 1,001
Sharp, who defies her
eighteen-day battle.
nights.
impoverished background to
Exploring
such
timeless
A Christmas Carol and
clamber up the class ladder.
subjects
as
dharma
Other Christmas Writings
Her sentimental companion
(duty),
artha
(purpose),
Vintage
Amelia, however, longs only
for caddish soldier George. and kama (pleasure) in a Vanity Fair is an English
As the two heroines make mythic world of warfare, novel by William
magic, and beauty, this is Makepeace Thackeray
their way through the
which follows the lives of
tawdry glamour of Regency a magnificent and
Becky Sharp and Emmy
society, battles - military
legendary Hindu text of
Sedley amid their friends
and domestic - are fought, immense importance to
fortunes made and lost. The the culture of the Indian s and families during and
one steadfast and
ubcontinent."--Publisher's after the Napoleonic Wars.
It was first published as a
honourable figure in this
description.
19-volume monthly serial
corrupt world is Dobbin
Lord of the Flies Penguin
from 1847 to 1848,
with his devotion to Amelia,
One of Charles Dickens'
carrying the subtitle Pen
bringing pathos and depth to
lesser known works, Our
and Pencil Sketches of
Thackeray's gloriously
Mutual Friend is
English Society, reflecting
satirical epic of love and
nevertheless a classic well
both its satirisation of early
social adventure.
worth taking the time to
19th-century British
Our Mutual Friend DigiCat
read.
society and the many
Golding's classic, startling,
When
the
Apricots
Bloom
illustrations drawn by
and perennially bestselling
Courier
Dover
Thackeray to accompany
portrait of human nature
Publications
the text. It was published
remains as provocative
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as a single volume in 1848 Vanity Fair was listed at No. service of the crude and
with the subtitle A Novel
122 on the BBC's The Big profligate baronet Sir Pitt
without a Hero, reflecting
Read poll of the UK's best- Crawley, who has engaged
Thackeray's interest in
loved books.PLOT:The
her as a governess to his
deconstructing his era's
story is framed by its
daughters. Her behaviour at
conventions regarding
preface and coda as a
Sir Pitt's house gains his
literary heroism. It is
puppet show taking place at favour, and after the
sometimes considered the a fair; the cover illustration premature death of his
"principal founder" of the
of the serial installments
second wife, he proposes
Victorian domestic
was not of the characters
marriage to her. However
novel.The story is framed but of a troupe of comic
he finds that she has
as a puppet play and the
actors at Speakers' Corner secretly married his second
narrator, despite being an
in Hyde Park. The narrator, son, Captain Rawdon
authorial voice, is
variously a show manager Crawley.....William
notoriously unreliable. Late or writer, appears at times Makepeace Thackeray (18
in the narrative, it is
within the work itself and is July 1811 - 24 December
revealed that the entire
highly unreliable,repeating a 1863) was an English
account has been 2nd- or
tale of gossip at second or novelist of the 19th century.
3rd-hand gossip the writer third hand.Rebecca Sharp
He is known for his satirical
picked up "years ago" from ("Becky") is a strongworks, particularly Vanity
Lord Tapeworm, British
willed, cunning, moneyless, Fair, a panoramic portrait of
charge d'affaires in one of young woman determined to English society....
the minor German states
make her way in society.
and relative of several of
After leaving school, Becky
the other aristocrats in the stays with Amelia Sedley
story but none of the main ("Emmy"), who is a goodcharacters: "the famous
natured, simple-minded
little Becky puppet", "the
young girl, of a wealthy
Amelia Doll", "the Dobbin
London family. There,
Figure", "the Little Boys",
Becky meets the dashing
and "the Wicked Nobleman, and self-obsessed Captain
on which no expense has
George Osborne (Amelia's
been spared". Despite her
betrothed) and Amelia's
many stated faults and still brother Joseph ("Jos")
worse ones admitted to
Sedley, a clumsy and
have been passed over in
vainglorious but rich civil
silence, Becky emerges as servant home from the East
the "hero"-what is now
India Company. Hoping to
called an antihero-in place marry Sedley, the richest
of Amelia because
young man she has met,
Thackeray is able to
Becky entices him, but she
illustrate that "the highest fails. George Osborne's
virtue a fictional character friend Captain William
can possess is interest."The Dobbin loves Amelia, but
serial was a popular and
only wishes her happiness,
critical success; the novel is which is centred on
now considered a classic
George.Becky Sharp says
and has inspired several
farewell to the Sedley
film adaptations. In 2003,
family and enters the
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